pcPROX-Sonar
Software-Free Auto-Locking Solution for Proximity Access Control!

pcPROX -Sonar
®

The Hands-Free Solution for
Auto-Locking your Computer
This Solution Solves the Problem of Leaving
Un-Attended Computers Open to Privacy Concerns!
RF IDeas provides users with the first software-free
solution for auto-locking un-attended computers. pcPROX
automates the locking of the PC when you step away.
When you leave the proximity of the PC, pcPROX locks
the system without requiring any user intervention!

pcPROX-Sonar

Applications
HIPAA - Helps meet HIPAA
requirements.
Accountability - Identify users without
ambiguity. The computer self-locks
automatically, requiring the next user
to establish their identity.
Security - Self-lock open purchase.
Couple with our pcPROX proximity ID
readers to read existing building
access cards for a full-proof solution!

Features
!

Platform Independent - Supports
any OS with USB support: Unix,
Windows 98/2000/XP, Sun, Citrix
and more.

!

Hands-Free Operation

!

Low Cost, Low Maintenance!

!

User Configures Keystrokes,
distance and more.

!

Convenient USB Port

No need for awkward time-out settings that mistakenly lock
the PC when you are present. The pcPROX will detect your
presence and not lock the system inadvertently.
Stop relying on users to remember to lock or logoff when they
step away from a PC.

Overview
pcPROX attaches to the PC via the USB port and is
configured by the system as a keyboard.
When you step away from your computer, pcPROX sends
keystrokes to the PC that engage a self-locking
mechanisms such as a screen saver or your single sign-on
lock.
Likewise, when you approach your computer, pcPROX
sends keystrokes to the PC that pull up your logon or
identification dialog box. All individual keystrokes and
specified delays are user-definable.
For example, under Windows 2000 the pcPROX sends the
sequence (Ctrl-Alt-Del K) when the user leaves the PC.
As the user approaches the PC, another keystroke
sequence is sent to ready the PC for password entry.
pcPROX represents the lowest cost solution since there is
no drain on IT support resources, software maintenance
contracts, and other IT security burdens!
Order your pcPROX-Sonar today and never leave an
unattended computer again!

RF IDEAS INC
Proximity Activated Identification

pcPROX-Sonar
Software-Free Auto-Locking Solution for Proximity Access Control!
No More Time-Outs or Reliance on Users
When it comes to locking the unattended computer
there are few choices. Most administrators are forced
to either rely on the user to manually lock the
computer, or on inactivity timeouts. Both of these
methods are generally undesirable and unreliable.
Users often forget to lock the computer while leaving.
Time-outs are often set too long thus creating a
security risk or set to short and become a nuisance to
the user.

Specifications
Typical Read Range

14 - 60 inches

Dimensions

1.75”x1.75”x 7/8”

Power Supply

5.0V via USB Port

Operating Temperature

40-120F

Auto-Locking with pcPROX
pcPROX now locks the unattended computer
automatically! The unit incorporates a sophisticated
ultrasonic sensor to detect the presence of the user.
When the user leaves the defined distance, the
pcPROX sends the keystrokes to lock the system.
These would be the same keys the user should have
hit prior to leaving the system.

Operation Humidity

0-95% Relative

Transducer Frequency

40Khz

Minimum PC Requirement

Windows
98/2000/XP

Walk-to Commands as Well
On a user's return, the pcPROX detects the presence
of the user and can optionally send keystrokes to
initiate the log on process.

Certifications

Easy Installation...Configure the Device and Go
Installation of the pcPROX is a snap! Since the
pcPROX attaches to the computer as a USB keyboard,
no custom drivers are required. The computer simply
thinks the user is hitting the keys.

Compliment auto-locking with auto-identification!
Complete your security with a desktop proximity card
reader that works with your building access cards.

All configuration is done through the supplied
configuration utility. Once configured, all configured
information is stored in the device.

(Requires USB Support)

FCC U.S.A.

Passive technology system
showing HID compatible
reader, passive badge and
CD. Range is 1-4 inches.

Ordering Information
Please visit www.RFIDeas.com to see other solutions in the pcPROX family.
PN
KTPCPRX-SNR
KTPCPRX
KTPCPRX-SNR-DK
KTPCPRX-DK

Description
USB device detects user presence & sends keystrokes and automates security
pcPROX Short Range reader compatible with HID/Motorola proximity tokens.
pcPROX Software Developer’s Kit for Proximity Sonar Device
pcPROX Software Developer’s Kit for Proximity ID Readers
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